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Abstract. This paper provides conditions for Morava K-theory to commute
with certain homotopy limits. These conditions extend previous work on this
question by allowing for homotopy limits of sequences of spectra that are
not uniformly bounded below. As an application, we prove the Kpnq-local
triviality (for sufficiently large n) of the algebraic K-theory of algebras over
truncated Brown-Peterson spectra, building on work of Bruner and Rognes
and extending a classical theorem of Mitchell on Kpnq-local triviality of the
algebraic K-theory spectrum of the integers for large enough n.
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1. Introduction
Given a generalized homology theory E˚ and a sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ X2 Ñ X1 Ñ X0
E-mail address: gak@math.fu-berlin.de,dy8211@wayne.edu.
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of spectra, one often needs to know, for computations, whether there is an isomor-
phism
lim
i
E˚pXiq – E˚pholimiXiq.
This cannot be true in full generality. For example, the limit of the sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ S{p2 Ñ S{p
is the p-complete sphere Sˆp and therefore
H˚pholimi S{p
i;Qq – H˚pSˆp;Qq – Qp
whereas H˚pS{p
i;Qq – 0 for i ě 1 and therefore limiH˚pS{p
i;Qq – 0, and
lim 1iH˚pS{p
i;Qq also vanishes, so we do not even have hope of recovering
H˚pholimi S{p
i;Qq
from a “Milnor sequence.”
This motivates the question: what conditions on E˚ and the sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ X2 Ñ X1 Ñ X0
allow us to commute the homotopy limit with E˚? There are known results along
these lines, most famously a commonly-used result of Adams from [1], but the usual
hypothesis is that the spectra Xi are uniformly bounded below and the homology
theory E˚ is connective. In this paper, we remove each of these assumptions, under
some reasonable additional hypotheses. Our particular focus is on the case where
E˚ is a Morava K-theory Kpnq˚.
1
This paper is written with a view towards filtered spectra that arise when study-
ing topological periodic cyclic homology, in particular, the Greenlees filtration (28)
on topological periodic cyclic homology
TP pRq :“ THHpRqtT,
is not uniformly bounded below. Nevertheless, these filtered spectra often have nice
enough homological properties to apply the main result of this paper.
Following the red-shift program of Ausoni and Rognes [6], we are most interested
in the chromatic complexity of topological periodic cyclic homology. Therefore, a
generalized homology theory of primary interest is Morava K-theory Kpnq˚. Calcu-
lating MoravaK-theory of topological periodic cyclic homology using the Greenlees
filtration requires that one be able to commute a non-bounded-below generalized ho-
mology theory (Morava K-theory) with a non-uniformly-bounded-below homotopy
limit, so existing results on generalized homology of limits, like Adams’ theorem
from [1] reproduced as Theorem 3.2 below, do not suffice.
Classically, the vanishing of the Margolis homology H pH˚pX ;Fpq, Qnq of a
bounded-below spectrum X with finite-type mod p homology implies that X has is
Kpnq˚-acyclic. However, even if each spectrumXi is bounded below, has finite-type
homology, and H pH˚pX ;Fpq, Qnq vanishes, it is not always the case that holimiXi
has trivial Kpnq-homology. Our main theorem establishes sufficient conditions for
this homotopy limit to indeed have trivialKpnq-homology. Given a spectrum X , we
adopt the notation that XăN is its Postnikov truncation constructed by attaching
1The easiest case of a Morava K-theory—in particular, the only case which is bounded below—
is Kp0q˚, which coincides with rational homology. So the above example with the rational homol-
ogy of the p-complete sphere shows that some hypotheses are needed in order to commute Morava
K-theory with a sequential limit.
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cells to kill all the homotopy groups of X in degrees ě N . Our main result may
then be summarized as follows.
Theorem 1.1. (Theorem 3.7) Suppose M is an integer and
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Y2 Ñ Y1 Ñ Y0
is a sequence of bounded below finite-type spectra which are HFp-nilpotently com-
pete, such that the largest grading degree of a comodule primitive in H˚pYi;Fpq is
strictly less than M , the homology groups H˚pYi;Fpq and H˚pY
ăM
i ;Fpq are finitely
generated for each i, and the limit
lim
iÑ8
HpH˚pYi;Fpq, Qnq
of the Margolis homologies vanishes. Then the n-th Morava K-theory of holimi Yi
is trivial. That is, we have an isomorphism
Kpnq˚pholimi Yiq – 0.
This result relies on another result which resolves the question of when Postnikov
truncations X Ñ XăN induce injections in homology.
Theorem 1.2. (Theorem 2.6) Let M,N be integers with N ě M , and let X be
a bounded below HFp-nilpotent spectrum with the grading degrees of the comodule
primitives in H˚pX ;Fpq bounded above by M . Then the map
H˚pX ;Fpq Ñ H˚pX
ăN ;Fpq,
induced by the canonical map X Ñ XăN , is injective.
As the main application in the present paper, we prove a higher chromatic height
analogue of Mitchell’s theorem for algebraic K-theory of truncated Brown-Peterson
spectra, building on work of Bruner and Rognes [12]. In particular, Mitchell proves
in [28] that
Kpmq˚pKpZqq “ 0
for m ě 2, and consquently the same vanishing of Morava K-theory occurs for any
HZ-algebra. Let BP xny denote the p-completion of the truncated Brown-Peterson
spectrum. As an application of the main result of this paper, we prove the following
result, building on [12, Prop. 6.1].
Theorem 1.3. (Theorem 4.10) There are isomorphisms
Kpmq˚pKpBP xnyqq – 0
for m ě n ` 2, which holds at all primes when n “ 0, 1 and holds at p “ 2, 3
when n “ 2. Consequently, the same vanishing of Morava K-theory holds for any
BP xny-algebra.2
In particular, we note that this recovers the vanishing of Kpmq˚pKpBP x0yqq
for m ě 2 of [28] and the vanishing of Kpmq˚pKpBP x1yqq for m ě 3 shown by
Ausoni-Rognes [5], although our proof uses entirely different methods. After work
of Mitchell in 1990 [28] and work of Ausoni-Rognes in 2002 [5], there has been
renewed interest and progress on questions of this nature in the last five years.
In particular, building on joint work with Naumann and Noel in [25], Mathew
(unpublished) has shown that Kpiq˚KpEnq vanishes for i ě n ` 2, where En is
2This result also holds for arbitrary p and n if certain plausible-looking conditions on E3-ring
spectra can be shown to hold. See Remark 4.3 for explanation.
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the n-th Lubin-Tate E-theory. Also, Land, Meier, and Tamme [20] recently proved
several results of this flavor, for example, they show that if R is a Kp1q-acyclic
E8-algebra then Kpnq˚pKpRqq “ 0 for n ě 2 (as a consequence of [20, Cor. 2.29]).
We regard our Theorem 4.10 as complementary to these recent results of Mathew
or of Land-Meier-Tamme: our results are not special cases of theirs, and theirs are
not special cases of ours.
Our work in this paper was motivated initially by a conjecture in a first draft of
a paper by the first author and Quigley [3]. We restate the version for topological
periodic cyclic homology. Here we write TP pypnqqrks for the Greenlees filtration of
topological periodic cyclic homology of ypnq (see (28)).
Conjecture 1.4. There are isomorphisms
lim
kÑ´8
Kpmq˚pTP pypnqqrksq – Kpmq˚pTP pypnqq
for 1 ď m ď n and all 1 ď n ă 8.
This conjecture is resolved by the main theorem in the present paper, given
above as Theorem 1.1, together with calculations of the first author and Quigley
which verify that the hypotheses (on comodule primitives and finite-typeness of
homology) of that main theorem are satisfied. The first author and Quigley plan
to update [3] with these stronger results.
1.1. Conventions. When κ is a cardinal number and A an object in some cate-
gory, we will write Aκ for the κ-fold categorical product and A
š
κ for the κ-fold
categorical coproduct. If our category is additive, then we write A‘κ for the κ-fold
categorical biproduct of A with itself. Let R be a commutative ring. In this paper,
the term “finite type” is used in the sense common in algebraic topology: a graded
R-module V is finite type if, for each integer n, the grading degree n summand
V n is a finitely generated R-module. In particular, if R is a field, then we say V
is finite type if, for each integer n, the grading degree n summand V n is a finite
dimensional vector space.
We will write P px1, . . . , xnq for a polynomial algebra with generators x1, . . . , xn
over Fp, Epx1, . . . , xnq for an exterior algebra over Fp with generators x1, . . . , xn
and we write Pkpx1, . . . , xnq for the truncated polynomial algebra with generators
x1, . . . , xn, where Pkpxq is often also denoted Fprxs{x
k in the literature. Given
categories C and D, we will write DC for the category of functors from C to D.
Given a ring R, a non-zero-divisor r P R, and a left R-module M , we say that
M is r-power-torsion3 if, for each m P M , there exists some integer n such that
rnm “ 0. We say that M is simple r-torsion if rm “ 0 for all m PM .
1.2. Organization. In Section 2, we give sufficient conditions for the canonical
map X Ñ XăN to induce an injection on homology. This is a key result used
to prove the main theorem in Section 3 and we believe it is a useful contribution
to the literature in its own right. In Section 3, we prove the main theorem about
when we may commute Morava K-theory with a non-uniformly bounded below
3In other words, M is r-power-torsion if the zeroth local cohomology H0prqpMq –
colimn homRpR{pr
nq,Mq vanishes. Some references say thatM is “r-torsion” instead of “r-power-
torsion,” but then again, some references say that M is “r-torsion” whenM is what we call simple
r-torsion; for the sake of clarity, we prefer to only use the unambiguous terms “r-power-torsion”
and “simple r-torsion.”.
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sequential limits. In Section 4, we give our main application, which is a proof of a
higher chromatic height analogue of Mitchell’s theorem about vanishing of Morava
K-theory of algebraic K-theory of the integers. Finally, we give some supplementary
results and background on Margolis homology in Appendix A.
1.3. Acknowledgements. The first author would like to thank J.D. Quigley for
discussions related to this project and B. Dundas and E. Peterson for expressing
interest in the results in this paper. The authors would also like to thank D. Chua
for a careful reading of the paper that lead to several improvements. This paper
began as a batch of rough notes by the second author about the technical question
of when one can commute a sequential homotopy limit with a smash product, in
“bad” cases where the hypotheses of Adams’ theorem are not satisfied. The first
author joined the paper later and since then several of the proofs in Section 3
have been significantly reworked. Also, Section 4 containing the applications to
truncated Brown-Peterson spectra are a primary contribution of the second author
leading to the paper’s present form. The second author is therefore grateful to the
first author and to J.D. Quigley for their patience in waiting for these results to be
made publicly available.
2. When does killing homotopy induce an injection in homology?
This section proves a general result, Theorem 2.6, which will be used to prove
Theorem 3.7. However, it takes some work to prove and is useful in its own right.
The question is when, given a spectrum X and an integer N , the map X Ñ XăN
given by attaching cells to kill all the homotopy groups of X in degrees ě N induces
an injection in mod p homology groups. Theorem 2.6 gives some practical sufficient
conditions for H˚pX ;Fpq Ñ H˚pX
ăN ;Fpq to be injective. A simple example where
the hypotheses, and therefore the result, hold can be constructed by lettingX “ S0,
M “ N “ 1 so that Fp ãÑ pA{{Ep0qq˚ is an inclusion. A simple example where the
hypotheses are not satisfied is the case where X “ S0 and M “ N “ 0, where of
course XăN is the 0 spectrum and the result cannot hold.
The notation A˚ in the statement of Lemma 2.1 refers to the dual mod p Steenrod
algebra, as usual, but the lemma and its proof both work for any graded Hopf
algebra over a field.
Lemma 2.1. Let p be a prime number, let I be a set, and for each i P I, let Mi
be a graded A˚-comodule. Then, for each integer t and nonnegative integer s, the
natural map of Fp-vector spaces
ž
iPI
Cotors,tA˚pFp,Miq Ñ Cotor
s,t
A˚
˜
Fp,
ž
iPI
Mi
¸
is an isomorphism.
Proof. This result follows by observing that each step in the construction of the
cobar complex of A˚, with coefficients in an A˚-comodule M , commutes with co-
products in the variable M . 
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Definition 2.2. Let p be a prime number and let M be an integer. We will say X
satisfies condition HpMq if it is bounded below and HFp-nilpotently complete
4 and
the A˚-comodule primitives of H˚pX ;Fpq are trivial in grading degrees ěM .
We suppress the prime p from the notation HpMq because it will always be clear
from the context.
Remark 2.3. Given a bounded below HFp-nilpotent complete spectrum X , we
note that the 0-line of the E2-page of the Adams spectral sequence
Ext˚,˚
ComodpA˚q
pFp, H˚pXqq Ñ pi˚X
is isomorphic to
HomComodpA˚qpFp, H˚Xq,
which is isomorphic to the sub-A˚-comodule of A˚-comodule primitives in H˚X .
So, if X is bounded below and HFp-nilpotently complete, then condition HpMq is
equivalent to the following statements being true for all integers j ěM :
(1) the Hurewicz map
pijpXq Ñ HjpX ;Fpq
is zero, and
(2) for all r ě 2, the HFp-Adams spectral sequence for X does not have any
nonzero dr-differentials supported in bidegree p0, jq (i.e., s “ 0 and t “ j).
It is the above two conditions that actually play a role in the proofs in this section,
but the form of condition HpMq given in Definition 2.2 is a relatively familiar and
easily-checked condition which is equivalent (for bounded below HFp-nilpotently
complete spectra) to the two properties given above.
In Theorem 6.6 of [10], Bousfield proved that, if E is a connective ring spectrum
with pi0pEq – Fp and X is a connective spectrum, then the E-nilpotent completion
XˆE of X is weakly equivalent to the Bousfield localization LEX . As a special case,
we have:
Lemma 2.4. Let X be a connective spectrum. Then the HFp-nilpotent completion
map X Ñ XˆHFp is an HFp-local equivalence. That is, the induced map of spectra
X ^HFp Ñ XˆHFp ^HFp is a weak equivalence.
Lemma 2.5. Let p be a prime number and let I be a set. Let X satisfy condition
HpMq for some integerM . For each i P I, let fi : S
n Ñ X be a map of spectra which
induces the zero map in mod p homology, and let f : p
š
iPI S
nqˆHFp Ñ XˆHFp
–
ÝÑ X
denote the map given by HFp-nilpotent completion and the universal property of
the coproduct applied to the set of maps tfi : i P Iu. Suppose that the map
pin
˜ž
iPI
Sn
¸
bZ Fp Ñ pinpXq bZ Fp(1)
is injective. Finally, suppose that n ăM . Then the following statements are true:
(1) the map H˚pX ;Fpq Ñ H˚pcof f ;Fpq is injective, and
(2) cof f satisfies condition HpMq.
4Readers who are not used to thinking about nilpotent completion may be relieved to know
that a bounded-below spectrum is HFp-nilpotently complete if and only if its homotopy groups are
Ext-p-complete, by [10, Prop. 2.5]. In particular, if all the homotopy groups of a bounded-below
spectrum are p-adically complete, then that spectrum is also HFp-nilpotently complete.
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Proof. TheHFp-nilpotent completion map
š
Ik
Sn Ñ
`š
Ik
Sn
˘ˆ
HFp
is anHFp-local
equivalence, by Lemma 2.4, so we have a natural isomorphismž
Ik
H˚pS
n;Fpq
–
ÝÑ H˚
¨˝˜ž
Ik
Sn
¸ˆ
HFp
;Fp‚˛.
Since each fi induces the zero map in mod p homology, so does the map
š
iPIk
fi,
and consequently so does the compositež
Ik
Sn
š
iPIk
fi
ÝÑ
ž
Ik
X
∇
ÝÑ X,(2)
i.e., the map
š
Ik
S Ñ X given by the universal property of the coproduct. (The
symbol ∇ in (2) stands for the fold map, given again by the universal property of
the coproduct.) We have the commutative square`š
Ik
Sn
˘
^HFp //
–

X ^HFp
–
`š
Ik
Sn
˘ˆ
HFp
^HFp
f^HFp // XˆHFp ^HFp
in which the vertical maps are isomorphisms in SHC by Lemma 2.4. The top
horizontal map was already shown to be zero, so the bottom horizontal map is as
well. So f induces the zero map in mod p homology. So we have the short exact
sequence of A˚-comodules
0Ñ H˚pX ;Fpq Ñ H˚pcof f ;Fpq Ñ
ž
iPI
H˚pΣS
n;Fpq Ñ 0(3)
and hence the claimed injectivity of H˚pX ;Fpq Ñ H˚pcof f ;Fpq, as well as an
induced long exact sequence
0 // Cotor0,jA˚ pFp, H˚pX ;Fpqq
a // Cotor0,jA˚ pFp, H˚pcof f ;Fpqq BECD
GF
b

Cotor0,jA˚ pFp,
š
iPI H˚pΣS
n;Fpqq // . . . .
(4)
Condition HpMq gives us that the left-hand term in (4) vanishes for j ěM , while
the right-hand term in (4) vanishes for j ě n ` 1, so cof f satisfies condition
HpmaxtM,n` 1uq. When n ăM , then clearly maxtM,n` 1u “M . 
Theorem 2.6. Let p be a prime number, let M,N be integers with N ě M , and
let X satisfy condition HpMq. Let XăN be X with cells attached to kill all the
homotopy groups of X in degrees ě N . Then the map H˚pX ;Fpq Ñ H˚pX
ăN ;Fpq,
induced by the canonical map X Ñ XăN , is injective.
Proof. This is a proof by induction. Suppose k is an integer, k ě N , and that we
have already constructed a sequence of maps
X “ XpNq Ñ XpN ` 1q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Xpkq(5)
satisfying the properties:
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(1) for each j ą N , the map Xpj ´ 1q Ñ Xpjq induces an isomorphism in pii
for all i ă j ´ 1, and
(2) for each j ą N , pij´1pXpjqq{p – 0, and
(3) for each j ą N , the induced map H˚pXpj ´ 1q;Fpq Ñ H˚pXpjq;Fpq is
injective, and
(4) for each j ě N , Xpjq satisfies condition Hpjq.
Note that if Xpjq satisfies condition Hpjq, then it is HFp-nilpotently complete.
Consequently, the group pijpXpjqq is Ext-p-complete by [10, Thm. 2.5,6.6]. The
vanishing mod p of an Ext-p-complete abelian group implies the vanishing of that
abelian group, as a special case of [19, Thm. A.6(d)]; so pij´1pXpjqq – 0 for all
j ą N . We want to construct a map Xpkq Ñ Xpk` 1q which extends the sequence
(5) one step to the right and satisfies the same four properties listed above. Clearly,
if this can be done, then the third property implies that the map
H˚pX ;Fpq Ñ H˚phocolimkXpkq;Fpq
is injective, as desired. The first two of the four properties listed above also imply
that the map pijpXq Ñ pijphocolimkXpkqq is an isomorphism for j ă N . Properties
two and four then imply that pijphocolimkXpkqq vanishes for all j ě N .
Those observations are enough to show that hocolimkXpkq agrees with any of
the usual “attach cells to kill homotopy in degreesą N” constructions applied toX ,
for the following reason: if AN : SHCÑ SHC is any functor and ηN : idSHC Ñ Aj
any natural transformation such that, for all spectra X , AN pXq has homotopy
concentrated in degrees ă N and ηN pXq : X Ñ AjpXq induces an isomorphism
in homotopy in degrees ă j, then applying AN to the maps ηN pXq and X Ñ
hocolimkXpkq yields a commutative diagram
X
ηN pXq

// hocolimkXpkq
ηN phocolimk Xpkqq–

AN pXq // AN phocolimkXpkqq
by naturality of ηN . The bottom horizontal map induces an isomorphism
pijpAN pXqq Ñ pijpAN phocolimkXpkqqq
for j ă N , and both sides vanish if j ě N , so the bottom horizontal map is
an isomorphism in SHC. So AnpXq – hocolimkXpkq. So although we will not
construct a spectrum XăN by simply attaching cells as one does classically, our
spectrum hocolimkXpkq will indeed be isomorphic to the result of that classical
construction.
We construct Xpk` 1q, and the map Xpkq Ñ Xpk` 1q, as follows: choose a set
Ik of elements of pikpXpkqq with the property that the image of Ik in pikpXpkqq{p
is a minimal set of generators for the group pikpXpkqq{p. Then we apply Lemma
2.5, letting the I,X, n, and M in the statement of Lemma 2.5 be Ik, Xpkq, k, and
k ` 1, respectively. We check that the hypotheses of Lemma 2.5 are satisfied:
‚ for each i P Ik, the map fi : S
k Ñ Xpkq is zero in mod p homology by
the j “ k case of the fourth inductive hypothesis (see Remark 2.3 Item 1),
above,
4This is because each Xpiq is HFp-nilpotently complete and has the property that pii´1Xpiq{p
is trivial, and so pii´1Xpiq is trivial; this is a typical argument about Ext-p-completeness.
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‚ the map (1) is an isomorphism, by the minimality hypothesis on Ik as a set
of generators for pikpXpkqq bZ Fp,
‚ and Xpkq satisfies condition Hpkq by the fourth inductive hypothesis.
Now we define Xpk ` 1q to be the cofiber of the map
f :
˜ž
iPIk
Sk
¸ˆ
HFp
ÝÑ pXpkqqˆHFp
–
ÝÑ Xpkq
given by HFp-nilpotent completion and the universal property of the coproduct
applied to the maps tfi : i P Iku, just as in the statement of Lemma 2.5. By
construction, the first and second inductive hypotheses then hold for j “ k ` 1.
Lemma 2.5 then gives us that the third inductive hypothesis also holds in the case
j “ k ` 1, and that Xpk ` 1q satisfies condition Hpk ` 1q so the fourth hypothesis
is also true when k is replaced by k ` 1. This completes the induction.
The resulting map X Ñ hocolimkXpkq is an isomorphism in homotopy in de-
grees ă N , and injective in mod p homology, as desired. We still need to show that
pijphocolimkXpkqq vanishes for all j ě N . By construction, pijphocolimkXpkqq{p –
pijpXpj ` 1qq{p is trivial for all j ě N . Since Xpj ` 1q is also HFp-nilpotently
complete, the group pijpXpj ` 1qq is Ext-p-complete by Theorems 2.5 and 6.6
of [10]. The vanishing mod p of an Ext-p-complete abelian group implies the
vanishing of that abelian group, as a special case of Theorem A.6(d) of [19]; so
pijpXpj ` 1qq – pij phocolimkXpkqq – 0 for all j ě N , as desired. 
3. Morava K-theory of homotopy limits
Recall that, for each prime number p and positive integer n, we have the homo-
topy fiber sequence
Σ2pp
n´1qkpnq Ñ kpnq Ñ HFp,
and the composite map
HFp Ñ Σ
2pn´1kpnq Ñ Σ2p
n´1HFp(6)
is the cohomology operation Qn, which satisfies Q
2
n “ 0. This implies some use-
ful relationships between Morava K-theories and Margolis homology of EpQnq-
modules, which we summarize in an appendix to this paper, appendix A, containing
various results which are basically well-known but which are not well-documented
in the literature. That appendix does not logically depend on anything earlier in
the paper. The reader who is not already familiar with Margolis homology and its
topological applications can consult appendix A for a crash course.
Definition 3.1. We say that an EpQnq-module is Qn-acyclic if the Margolis Qn-
homology HpM ;Qnq vanishes. We say that a morphism of EpQnq-modules is a
Qn-equivalence if it induces an isomorphism in Qn-Margolis homology.
Recall the following useful result of Adams, Theorem III.15.2 of [1]:
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that R is a subring of Q, E is a bounded-below spectrum
such that HrpEq is a finitely generated R-module for all r, and tYiuiPI is a set
of spectra such that pirpYiq is an R-module for all r. Suppose that there exists a
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uniform lower bound for pi˚pYiq, i.e., there exists an integer N such that pinpYiq – 0
for all n ă N . Then the canonical map of spectra
E ^
ź
iPI
Xi Ñ
ź
iPI
pE ^Xiq
is a weak equivalence.
As an easy corollary of Theorem 3.2:
Corollary 3.3. Let
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Y2 Ñ Y1 Ñ Y0
be a sequence of morphisms of spectra. Suppose that there exists a uniform lower
bound on pi˚pYiq. Then the canonical map of spectra
HFp ^ holimiXi Ñ holimi pHFp ^Xiq
is a weak equivalence.
Consequently, for each nonnegative integer n, we have a short exact sequence
0Ñ R1 lim
i
Hn`1pXi;Fpq Ñ HnpholimiXi;Fpq Ñ lim
i
HnpXi;Fpq Ñ 0.
The dual action of Qn on mod p homology is compatible with the comparison
map (3.2), so that the direct sum of the sequences (3.3),
0Ñ Σ´1R1 lim
i
H˚pXi;Fpq Ñ H˚pholimiXi;Fpq Ñ lim
i
H˚pXi;Fpq Ñ 0,
is a short exact sequence of graded EpQnq-modules.
Proof. We have the commutative diagram in the stable homotopy category
E ^ holimiXi //

E ^
ś
iXi
id´T //

E ^
ś
iXi

holimipE ^Xiq //
ś
ipE ^Xiq
id´T // ś
ipE ^Xiq
whose rows are homotopy fiber sequences. The middle and right-hand vertical
maps in (3) are weak equivalence, by the special case R “ Z, E “ HFp of Theorem
3.2. The map of long exact sequences induced in pi˚ by (3), together with the Five
Lemma, now imply that the left-hand vertical map in (3) is also a weak equivalence.
The sequence (3.3) is simply the Milnor exact sequence for pi˚ holimi pHFp ^Xiq.

Lemma 3.4. Let n ą 0, let p be a prime, and let X be a bounded spectrum (i.e.,
X is bounded above and bounded below) such that H˚pX ;Fpq is finite type. Then
the E8-page of the Adams spectral sequence
E
s,t
2 – Ext
s,t
grComodpA˚q
pFp, H˚pkpnq ^X ;Fpqq ñ pit´s
´
pkpnq ^XqˆHFp
¯
(7)
dr : E
s,t
r Ñ E
s`r,t`r´1
r
is vn-power-torsion. That is, every bihomogeneous element x in that E8-page sat-
isfies vmx “ 0 for some m.
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Proof. Since X is bounded, it is in particular bounded below, so kpnq ^X is also
bounded below. Since kpnq is a ring spectrum with pi0pkpnqq – Fp, pi˚pkpnq^Xq is
a Fp-vector space, hence is automatically p-adically complete. So kpnq^X is HFp-
nilpotently complete, so the E8-page of spectral sequence (7) is the associated
graded of a filtration on kpnq˚pXq. Since X is bounded, it is Kpnq-acyclic, so
v´1n pkpnq˚pXqq must vanish. The associated graded of a filtered Fprvns-module
M can have fewer vn-torsion-free elements than M , but it cannot have more, so
inverting vn on the E8-page of spectral sequence (7) must yield zero. 
In fact, it will be useful to know more information about the bound on the
Adams filtration of the vn-torsion in the E8-page of the Adams spectral sequence
for kpnq homology of a bounded spectrum. First we prove a lemma that we expect
to be well known, but we could not find in the literature.
Lemma 3.5. Let M be a finite type Zˆp-module. Then the graded kpnq˚-module
kpnq˚pHMq is simple vn-torsion.
Proof. First, note that a finite type Zˆp-module M is of the form
M “ Zˆn0p ‘ pZ{pZq
‘n1 ‘ pZ{p2Zq‘n2 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ pZ{pkZq‘nk
so it suffices to show that kpnq˚pHZpq is simple vn torsion and that kpnq˚˚pHZ{p
jZq
is simple vn-torsion for all positive integers j and n and primes p.
First, note that there is an isomorphism of modules over the Steenrod algebra
H˚pHZpq – pA{{EpQ0qq˚, which is free over EpQnq for any positive integer n.
Consequently, the Margolis homology HpH˚pHZpq, Qnq vanishes. The E2-page of
the Adams spectral sequence converging to kpnq˚pHZˆpq is isomorphic to
Ext˚,˚
EpQnq
pFp, H˚pHZˆpqq
by Proposition A.7, from the appendix on Margolis homology, so above the zero
line these groups can be identified with Margolis homology, which vanishes as we
just concluded. Therefore, the Adams spectral sequence collapses to the zero line,
which is simple vn-torsion.
5 Therefore kpnq˚pZˆpq is simple vn-torsion.
Now we know that the multiplication-by-pj map S0 Ñ S0 on the sphere spec-
trum is nulhomotopic after applying the function spectrum functor F p´, HFpq. So,
if we smash pj : S0 ÝÑ S0 with HZ, the resulting map pj : HZ ÝÑ HZ is nulho-
motopic after applying F p´, HFpq, by closedness of SHC as a monoidal category.
Consequently the induced map H˚pHZ;Fpq Ñ H
˚pHZ;Fpq is zero, and the long
exact sequence induced in mod p cohomology by the fiber sequence
HZ
pj
ÝÑ HZÑ HZ{pjZ
splits into short exact sequences:
(8) 0

H˚pHZ;Fpqoo
–

H˚pHZ{pjZ;Fpqoo
“

H˚pΣHZ;Fpqoo
–

0oo

0 A{{Ep0qoo H˚pHZ{pjZ;Fpqoo ΣA{{Ep0qoo 0oo
5Note that kpnq ^ HZˆp is bounded below and has Ext-p-complete homotopy groups so it is
HFp-nilpotently complete and the Adams spectral sequence indeed converges to kpnq˚HZˆp.
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Since A{{Ep0q is Qn-acyclic for positive n the long exact sequence induced in Qn-
Margolis homology by the bottom row of (8) gives us that H˚pHZ{pjZ;Fpq is
also Qn-acyclic. Proposition A.7, from the appendix on Margolis homology, then
gives us ExtsEpQnq
`
H˚pHZ{pjZ;Fpq,Fp
˘
– H
`
H˚pHZ{pjZ;Fpq;Qn
˘˚
– 0. So the
E2-page of the Adams spectral sequence
E
s,t
2 – Ext
s,t
A
`
H˚pkpnq ^HZ{pjZ;Fpq,Fp
˘
– Exts,t
EpQnq
`
H˚pHZ{pjZ;Fpq,Fp
˘
ñ pit´s
``
kpnq ^HZ{pjZ
˘˘
is concentrated on the s “ 0-line. Since vn-multiplication increases Adams degree
in this spectral sequence, pi˚
`
kpnq ^HZ{pjZ
˘
must be simple vn-torsion. 
Lemma 3.6. Let n be a positive integer, let p be a prime, and let tXiu be a sequence
of bounded spectra, each with maximal nontrivial homotopy group in degree M ´ 1,
such that c is a finite-type graded Zˆp-module for each i. Then
lim
i
kpnq˚pXiq
is vn-power-torsion, and consequently the inverse limit Adams spectral sequence
lim
i
Ext˚,˚
EpQnq˚
pFp, H˚pXiqq ñ lim
i
kpnq˚Xi
has vn-power-torsion E8-page.
Proof. We will compare two different exact couples in order to produce a spectral
sequence
(1) whose E2-page is simple vn-torsion,
(2) that strongly converges to
lim
i
kpnq˚pXiq,
(3) and that has a vanishing line that implies that there cannot be any in-
finite vn-towers produced by passing from the E8-page to the abutment
limi kpnq˚pXiq.
Applying kpnq˚ to the Postnikov tower of Xi yields the spectral sequence
E1s,t – kpnqspΣ
tHpitXiq ñ kpnqsXi(9)
dr : Ers,t Ñ E
r
s´1,t`r,
with E2-page isomorphic to H˚pkpnq;pi˚pXiqq. The spectral sequence is functorial,
and its E8-page is the associated graded of the filtration on kpnq˚pXiq in which
an element x P kpnq˚pXiq has filtration ě j if and only if the projection map
from Xi to its jth Postnikov truncation X
ďj
i sends x to zero in kpnq-homology.
In particular, this is a decreasing filtration, so the map kpnq˚pXi`1q Ñ kpnq˚pXiq
may raise filtration, but cannot decrease filtration.
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Beginning with the E2-page, [32, Thm. 4.1] establishes6 that this spectral se-
quence is isomorphic to the usual Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence
H˚pkpnq;pi˚pXiqq ñ kpnq˚Xi
constructed by applyingXi-homology to a CW-decomposition of kpnq. But spectral
sequence (9) has an important property which the usual Atiyah-Hirzebruch spe-
tral sequence (AHSS), arising from a CW-decomposition of kpnq, doesn’t obviously
have: the E1-page of (9) consists of simple vn-torsion, by Lemma 3.5. Consequently
all later pages in (9) are, as kpnq˚-modules, simple vn-torsion. Consequently, for
each r ě 2, the Er-page in the homological Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence
H˚pkpnq;pi˚pXiqq ñ kpnq˚Xi consists of simple vn-torsion, by the following ar-
gument: for each pair i, t, the graded kpnq˚-module kpnq˚pΣ
tHpitXiq consists of
simple vn-torsion in grading degrees ě t, by Lemma 3.5.
That observation is our first reason to consider spectral sequence (9) built using
the Postnikov system of Xi. For both spectral sequences, we will show that the
hypothesis that pi˚Xi is a finite type graded Zˆp-module is sufficient to produce a
limit of exact couples, however it is more clear from the AHSS that this spectral
sequence strongly converges to the desired abutment.
We now give an explicit construction of the AHSS by choosing a finite-type
CW-decomposition7 of kpnq, and letting
(10) kpnqp0q Ñ kpnqp1q Ñ kpnqp2q Ñ . . .
be the associated skeletal filtration. Applying Xi-homology to (10) yields the un-
rolled (in the sense of [9]) exact couple
(11) . . . // pXiq˚pkpnqp1qq

// pXiq˚pkpnqp2qq

// . . .
pXiq˚
`
kpnqp1q{kpnqp0q
˘
gg❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖
pXiq˚
`
kpnqp2q{kpnqp1q
˘
jj❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯
which is natural in the variable i. Here we are writing kpnqpjq{kpnqpj´1q for the
homotopy cofiber of the inclusion map kpnqpj´1q Ñ kpnqpjq.
Since pi˚pXiq is a finite-type graded Zˆp-module, so is each of the graded abelian
groups in (11). So R1 limi of each of those groups vanishes, so we get an unrolled
exact couple
(12)
. . . // limipXiq˚pkpnqp1qq

// limipXiq˚pkpnqp2qq

// . . .
limipXiq˚
`
kpnqp1q{kpnqp0q
˘
hh◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗
limipXiq˚
`
kpnqp2q{kpnqp1q
˘
jj❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱❱
6It is a classical theorem of Maunder [26] that the cohomological Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral
sequence H˚pX; pi˚pEqq ñ rΣ˚X,Es, arising from a CW-decomposition of X, is isomorphic
(beginning with the E2-pages) to the spectral sequence H˚pX; pi˚pEqq ñ rΣ˚X,Es arising from
the Postnikov system of E. As far as we know, the analogous results for the homological Atiyah-
Hirzebruch spectral sequence did not appear in the literature until Tene’s paper.
7I.e., a CW-decomposition with finitely many cells in each dimension. This is possible because
the homology of kpnq is finite-type.
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The spectral sequence of (11) is the classical homological Atiyah-Hirzebruch
spectral sequence of the bounded spectrum Xi, so it is strongly convergent to the
colimit, by section 12 of [9]. In particular, the limit limjpXiq˚
`
kpnqpjq
˘
vanishes.
So we have
lim
j
lim
i
pXiq˚
´
kpnqpjq
¯
– lim
i
lim
j
pXiq˚
´
kpnqpjq
¯
– 0,
i.e., the spectral sequence of (12) is also strongly convergent to the colimit, and
that colimit is
colimj lim
i
pXiq˚
´
kpnqpjq
¯
.
Finally, since (10) is a finite-type CW-decomposition, each skeleton kpnqpjq is a
finite spectrum, so we have a Milnor sequence
0Ñ R1 lim
i
Σkpnq
pjq
˚ pXiq Ñ kpnq
pjq
˚ pholimiXiq Ñ lim
i
kpnqj˚pXiq Ñ 0
whose R1 limi term vanishes due to our finiteness hypotheses. Consequently we
have isomorphisms
colimj lim
i
pXiq˚
´
kpnqpjq
¯
– colimj pi˚
`
kpnqj ^ holimiXi
˘
– pi˚
´
hocolimj
´
kpnqpjq ^ holimiXi
¯¯
– pi˚ pkpnq ^ pholimiXiqq
– kpnq˚ pholimiXiq ,
i.e., the spectral sequence of the exact couple (12) converges strongly to
kpnq˚ pholimiXiq .
We want to understand the action of vn-multiplication on kpnq˚ pholimiXiq,
but the exact couples (11) and (12) aren’t exact couples of kpnq˚-modules, and
in particular, vn-multiplication isn’t defined on these exact couples! However, by
Tene’s homological version of Maunder’s theorem, the spectral sequence of (11) is
isomorphic (starting with the E2-page) to the spectral sequence (9), whose exact
couple is an exact couple of kpnq˚-modules, and whose functoriality gives us vn-
multiplication as an endomorphism of the whole exact couple and consequently of
its spectral sequence. Let Ei denote the unrolled exact couple
(13) . . . // kpnq˚pX
ď2
i q
xxqqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
// kpnq˚pX
ď1
i q
uu❦❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦
// . . .
kpnq˚
`
Σ2Hpi2Xi
˘
OO
kpnq˚
`
Σ1Hpi1Xi
˘
OO
Our finite-type assumptions on pi˚pXiq give us that each of the groups in Ei is
finite, and hence the relevant R1 limi groups all vanish, so that limi Ei is an exact
couple. The spectral sequence of the exact couple limi Ei is isomorphic to that of
(12), hence converges to kpnq˚pholimiXiq. We showed already that the E
1-page
of the spectral sequence (9) associated to Ei is simple vn-torsion, and since a limit
of simple vn-torsion kpnq˚-modules remains simple vn-torsion, we have that the
E1-page of the spectral sequence of limi Ei is simple vn-torsion. So its later pages,
and its E8-page (whose associated graded is kpnq˚pholimiXiq) must also be simple
vn-torsion.
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We have therefore produced a spectral sequence whose E8-page is simple vn-
torsion and which strongly converges to limi kpnq˚Xi so it suffices to produce a
vanishing line. This vanishing line is clear from the description of the E2-page as
lim
i
H˚pkpnq, pi˚pXiqq
and the assumption that pijXi – 0 for j ěM for each i. 
Finally, we come to the main technical tool obtained in this paper.
Theorem 3.7. Let n,N,M be integers such that n ą 0 and N ěM , and let
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Y2 Ñ Y1 Ñ Y0
be a sequence of morphisms of bounded-below HFp-nilpotently complete spectra.
Make the following assumptions:
‚ the graded Zp-modules pi˚Yi are finite type
‚ there is an isomorphism limiHpH˚pYi;Fpq;Qnq – 0, and
‚ each spectrum Yi satisfies condition HpMq.
Then holimi Yi is Kpnq-acyclic.
Proof. We prove this in several steps:
Step 1: We consider the homotopy fiber sequence
Kpnq ^ holimi Y
ěN
i Ñ Kpnq ^ holimi Yi Ñ Kpnq ^ holimi Y
ăN
i
in which the right-hand term is contractible since bounded-above spectra are Kpnq-
acyclic for n ą 0. So holimi Yi is Kpnq-acyclic if and only if holimi Y
ěN
i is Kpnq-
acyclic. So we only need to show that holimi Y
ěN
i is Kpnq-acyclic. We therefore
need to show that kpnq˚pholimi Y
ěN
i q is vn-power-torsion. Here we note that since
the spectra Y ěNi are uniformly bounded below there is a weak equivalence
kpnq ^ pholimi Y
ěN
i q » holimi
`
kpnq ^ Y ěNi
˘
by Corollary 3.3. It therefore suffices to show that pi˚pholimi kpnq˚Y
ěN
i q is vn-
power-torsion. Since pi˚Yi is a finite type Zˆp-module and consequently pi˚Y
ěN
i is a
finite type Zp-module, we know that H˚pYiq and H˚pY
ěN
i q are finite type graded
Fp-modules. Since H˚pY
ěN
i ;Fpq is finite type and kpnq ^ Y
ěN
i is bounded below
and HFp-nilpotent, we can apply [23, Prop. 2.2] to produce a strongly convergent
inverse-limit Adams spectral sequence of the form
lim
i
Ext˚,˚
grModpEpQnqq
pH˚pY ěNi ;Fpq,Fpq ñ pi˚pholimi kpnq ^ Y
ěN
i q.(14)
We therefore need to prove:
(1) that the E8-page of (14) is vn-power-torsion, and
(2) there cannot exist an infinite sequence of nontrivial extensions in the E8-
page of (14) which could yield a non-vn-power-torsion element in
pi˚pholimi kpnq ^ Y
ěN
i q.
Step 2: The second task, to show that we cannot have an infinite sequence of
nontrivial vn-extensions, is easy as we will now show explicitly. The E2-page in
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question is isomorphic to
lim
i
Ext˚,˚
grComodpA˚q
pFp, H˚pkpnq;Fpq bFp H˚pY
ěN
i ;Fpqq
– lim
i
Ext˚,˚
gr ComodpA˚q
`
Fp, pA˚lEpQnq˚Fpq bFp H˚pY
ěN
i ;Fpq
˘
(15)
– lim
i
Ext˚,˚
grComodpEpQnq˚q
`
Fp, H˚pY
ěN
i ;Fpq
˘
(16)
– lim
i
Ext˚,˚
grModpEpQnqq
`
H˚pY ěNi ;Fpq,Fp
˘
(17)
with isomorphism (15) by the well-known description of H˚pkpnq;Fpq given by
[7], isomorphism (16) by a standard change-of-rings isomorphism as in Corollary
A1.3.13 of [30], and isomorphism (17) by the assumption that H˚pY
ěN
i ;Fpq is finite
type and Y ěNi is bounded below.
Since every graded EpQnq-module is a coproduct of cyclic EpQnq-modules (a
special case of the Cohen-Kaplansky theorem, from [13]), we know
Ext˚,˚
grModpEpQnqq
`
H˚pY ěNi ;Fpq,Fp
˘
is a direct product of copies of
Ext˚,˚
grModpEpQnqq
pΣmFp,Fpq and(18)
Ext˚,˚
grModpEpQnqq
pΣm
1
EpQnq,Fpq(19)
for various integers m and m1. The Ext-module (18) is isomorphic to Fprvns, while
the Ext-module (19) is isomorphic to Fprvns{vn, concentrated on the cohomological
degree 0 line.
Since Y ěNi is N -connective, H
˚pkpnq ^Y ěNi ;Fpq vanishes below grading degree
N . So, while we may have a copy of Fprvns generated in bidegree p0, Nq in the
E2-page of the Adams spectral sequence for Y
ěN
i , the E2-page of that spectral
sequence vanishes above the line formed by such a potential vn-tower, i.e., E
s,t
2 – 0
if t ă p2pn ´ 1qs ` N . Of course the E8-page must then vanish above the same
line. So, given an element x P Es,t8 , although we may have that vnx “ 0 in E8 but
vnx ‰ 0 in kpnq˚pY
ěN
i q due to a filtration jump in the E8-page, a fixed choice of
element x cannot support an infinite sequence of such filtration jumps, since after
finitely many such filtration jumps the resulting element in E8 would necessarily
be above the vanishing line, and hence would be zero. Write E˚,˚r pY
ěN
i q for the
Er-page of the Adams spectral sequence for Y
ěN
i and simply E
˚,˚
r for the Er-page
of (14). Then there are isomorphisms
lim
i
E˚,˚r pY
ěN
i q – E
˚,˚
r ,
by the construction of the inverse limit Adams spectral sequence (see remark above
Proposition 2.2 in [23]). Since there is a uniform vanishing line for each Adams
spectral sequence for Y ěNi , we have the same vanishing line in (22) and the same
argument implies that there cannot be any infinite vn-towers after resolving multi-
plicative extensions.
Step 3: Therefore, it suffices to prove that the E8-page of (14) is vn-power torsion.
By Theorem 2.6, the sequence
0Ñ H˚pYi;Fpq Ñ H˚pY
ăN
i ;Fpq Ñ H˚pΣY
ěN
i ;Fpq Ñ 0(20)
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is exact for each i. SinceH˚pYi;Fpq andH˚pY
ăN
i ;Fpq, and consequentlyH˚pY
ěN
i ;Fpq,
are finite type, and since HpH˚pX ;Fpq;Qnq is a subquotient ofH˚pXq for any spec-
trum X , we know that the we know that HpH˚pYi;Fpq;Qnq, HpH˚pY
ăN
i ;Fpq;Qnq,
and HpH˚pY
ěN
i ;Fpq;Qnq are each finite type. Since R
1 lim vanishes on sequences
of finite-dimensional vector spaces, we now have
R1 limHpH˚pYi;Fpq;Qnq –R
1 limHpH˚pY
ěN
i ;Fpq;Qnq
–R1 lim
i
HpH˚pY
ăN
i ;Fpq;Qnq – 0.
We apply Margolis homology to the sequence (20) to get a long exact sequence
for each i, and consequently an inverse sequence of long exact sequences. In general,
applying lim to an inverse sequence of long exact sequences yields a chain complex
with no guarantee of exactness anywhere at all. But in our case, we have just shown
that R1 limiHp´;Qnq vanishes on each term in (20), so applying limi does produce
a long exact sequence. In this long exact sequence, we know that every third term
is some suspension of
lim
i
HpH˚pYi;Fpq;Qnq.
Since this vanishes by assumption, we get an isomorphism
lim
i
HpH˚pΣ
´1Y ăNi ;Fpq;Qnq Ñ lim
i
HpH˚pY
ěN
i ;Fpq;Qnq.(21)
induced by the right-hand map in (20).
We note that Y ăNi is a bounded spectrum and kpnq^Y
ăN
i is therefore bounded
below and HFp-nilpotent complete so we may use functoriality of [23, Prop. 2.2]
to produce a map of inverse limit Adams spectral sequences from
lim
i
Ext˚,˚
grModpEpQnqq
pH˚pΣ´1Y ăNi ;Fpq,Fpq ñ pi˚pholimi kpnq ^ pΣ
´1Y ăNi qq(22)
to the spectral sequence (14).
We then observe that this map of spectral sequences induces the composite
isomorphism
lim
i
Exts`1,t
grComodpEpQnq˚q
`
H˚pΣ´1Y ăNi ;Fpq,Fp
˘
– lim
i
´
Σ´sp2pp
n´1qqH
`
H˚pΣ
´1Y ăNi ;Fpq;Qn
˘¯´pt`2pn´1q
(23)
– lim
i
´
Σ´sp2pp
n´1qqH
`
H˚pY
ěN
i ;Fpq;Qn
˘¯´pt`2pn´1q
(24)
– lim
i
Exts`1,t
grModpEpQnqq
`
H˚pY
ěN
i ;Fpq,Fp
˘
(25)
with isomorphisms (23) and (25) due to Proposition A.4 from the appendix on
Margolis homology, and with isomorphism (24) given by (21). To see that this
isomorphism is the same as the the map of E2 pages induced by the map
Σ´1Y ăNi Ñ Y
ěN
i ,
as we have claimed, we must simply observe that the isomorphism (23) is a nat-
ural isomorphism. Also, to understand the grading shift of Margolis homology in
isomorphism (23) and isomorphism (25) we point the reader to our grading con-
vention in Conventions A.2, though this grading shift plays no significant role in
the argument. Note that we are not claiming that these two spectral sequences
have isomorphic E2 pages, but rather that their E2 pages are isomorphic above the
s “ 0-line.
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By Lemma 3.4 the E8-page of the HFp-Adams spectral sequence for kpnq^Y
ăN
i
is vn-power-torsion for each i. To draw the same conclusion for the spectral sequence
(14), we need more information. In fact, spectral sequence (22) has a vanishing line
of slope 1{|vn| that crosses the x-axis at N , as we argued earlier. Consequently, the
E2-page of the inverse-limit Adams spectral sequence (14) vanishes above the s “ 0-
line in the region to the left of this vanishing line, by the sequence of isomorphisms
above. Since the E8-page of (14) is a limit of vn-power-torsion E8-pages, the
only possible problem would be if a sequence of vn-power-torsion elements became
vn-power-torsion free in the limit, but the vanishing region and Lemma 3.6 makes
this impossible. Therefore, the E8-page of (14) and consequently the E8-page of
(22) is vn-power-torsion. 
4. A higher chromatic height analogue of Mitchell’s theorem
In [28], Mitchell proved that Kpmq˚pKpZqq – 0 for m ě 2 and consequently
Kpmq˚pKpRqq – 0 for any HZ-algebra R. Throughout this section we will write
BP xny for the truncated Brown-Peterson spectrum with coefficients pi˚pBP xnyq –
Zppqrv1, . . . , vns. We also use the convention that BP x´1y is HFp. Since BP x0y “
HZppq, we may consider the following higher chromatic height analogue of Mitchell’s
result.
Question 4.1. Suppose n is some integer, n P r´1,8q. If R is a BP xny-algebra
spectrum, then does Kpmq˚pKpBP xnyqq vanish for all m ě n` 2?
This gives an upper bound on on the chromatic complexity of KpBP xnyq so
that if there is a “red-shift” in algebraic K-theory of a BP xny-algebra spectra, then
this shift is a shift of at most one. The main goal of this section is to answer this
question for all pn, pq such that BP xny can be modeled by an E8 ring spectrum,
which is known to be n “ ´1, 0, 1 at all primes and n “ 2 at p “ 2, 3. The cases
n “ ´1 and n “ 0 are clear since HFp and HZp are E8 ring spectra. There is an
E8 ring spectrum model for BP x1y by McClure-Staffeldt [27] and there is an E8
ring spectrum model for BP x2y at the prime p “ 2 by Lawson-Naumann [22] and
at p “ 3 by Hill-Lawson [17].
Conventions 4.2. When n “ ´1, 0, 1 at all primes and n “ 2 at the primes p “ 2
and p “ 3, we write BP xny for an E8 ring spectrum model for the truncated
Brown-Peterson spectrum, which exist by the discussion above.
Remark 4.3. One can ask whether our positive answer to Question 4.1, Theorem
4.10, in this section can be extended to those values of pn, pq for which BP xny is
not known to admit an E8 ring structure—or even those values of pn, pq for which
BP xny is known not to admit an E8 ring structure, when n ě 4 by Lawson [21] at
p “ 2 and Senger [31] for p ą 2.
We suspect that the answer is “yes.” Our arguments in this section are far from
using the full strength of an E8 multiplication on BP xny: if the results of Bruner-
Rognes [12] can be extended to the setting of E3 ring spectra leading to the same
computations of Hc˚pTC
´pBP xnyq;Fpq and H
c
˚pTP pBP xnyq;Fpq as appear there,
then our main theorem in this section, Theorem 4.10, will apply for any pn, pq such
that BP xny has a model as an E3 ring spectrum. The spectrum BP was shown to
admit an E4 ring spectrum model by Basterra-Mandell [8]. We have heard other
mathematicians claim that the spectra BP xny also admit E3 multiplications, but
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as far as we have been able to tell, this is folklore and does not appear in the
literature. There is currently work in progress of Hahn-Wilson on showing that
BP xny is indeed E3 as a BP -algebra.
If BP xny admits an E3 multiplication, and if the calculations of [12] can be made
to work using only the E3 Dyer-Lashof-Kudo-Araki operations rather than the
classical (E8) Dyer-Lashof-Kudo-Araki operations, then our Theorem 4.10 would
give a positive answer to Question 4.1 for all primes p and heights n.
We first briefly recall the setup for topological periodic cyclic homology and
topological negative cyclic homology. Let R be an E1 ring spectrum and write T
for the circle group. Recall that the topological Hochschild homology of R, denoted
THHpRq has a canonical T-action. We define topological negative cyclic homology
as the homotopy fixed-point spectrum
TC´pRq :“ THHpRqhT
and topological periodic cyclic homology as the Tate spectrum
TP pRq :“ THHpRqtT.
There is a homological T-homotopy fixed point spectral sequence
E
˚,˚
2 pRq “ H
˚pT, H˚pTHHpRq;Fpqq ñ H
c
˚pTC
´pRq;Fpq(26)
with abutment
Hc˚pTC
´pRq;Fpq :“ lim
kÑ´8
H˚pTC
´pRqrks;Fpq
where
TC´pRqrks :“ F pETpkq, THHpRqqT
and ETpkq is the k-skeleton of ET. There is also a homological T-Tate spectral
sequence
Eˆ
˚,˚
2 pRq “ Hˆ
˚pT, H˚pTHHpRq;Fpqq ñ H
c
˚pTP pRq;Fpq(27)
with abutment
Hc˚pTP pRq;Fpq :“ lim
kÑ´8
H˚pTP pRqrks;Fpq
where
TP pRqrks :“
´ĄET{ĄETk ^ F pET, THHpRqq¯T(28)
is the Greenlees filtration [16] whereĄETk is the cofiber of the map ETpkq` Ñ S0 for
k ě 0 and the Spanier-Whitehead dual ofĄET´k´1 if k ă 0.
By considering the filtrations on ET and on ĄET only in a range of dimensions,
there is also a spectral sequence
E
˚,˚
2 pRq “ H
˚
ě´2kpT, H˚pTHHpRq;Fpqq ñ H˚pTC
´pRqrks;Fpq(29)
whose input is Pk`1ptq bH˚pTHHpRq;Fpq with |t| “ ´2 and a spectral sequence
E
˚,˚
2 pRq “ Hˆ
˚
ě´2kpT, H˚pTHHpRq;Fpqq ñ H˚pTP pRqr´ks;Fpq(30)
whose input is P pt´1qttku bH˚pTHHpRq;Fpq for k ě 0.
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More generally, for a homology theory E˚ we write
Ec˚pTP pRqq :“ lim
kÑ´8
E˚pTP pRqrksq and
Ec˚pTC
´pRqq :“ lim
kÑ´8
E˚pTC
´pRqrksq.
We now recall that by Angeltveit-Rognes [4, Thm. 5.12], there is an isomorphism
H˚pTHHpBP xnyq;Fpq – H˚pBP xny;Fpq b Epσξ¯1, σξ¯2, . . . , σξ¯n`1q b P pστ¯n`1q
of A˚-comodules with A˚-coaction
νn : H˚pTHHpBP xnyq;Fpq Ñ A˚ bH˚pTHHpBP xnyq;Fpq
given by the restriction of the coproduct of A˚ to H˚pBP xny;Fpq Ă A˚ on elements
in H˚pBP xny;Fpq, and by the formula
νnpσxq “ p1 b σqpνnpxqq
in [4, Eq. 511] for elements of the form σξ¯i for 1 ď i ď n and στ¯n`1, and then for
the remaining elements by the formula
νnpxyq “ νnpxqνnpyq.
Bruner-Rognes [12] then computeHc˚pTC
´pBP xnyq;Fpq andH
c
˚pTP pBP xnyq;Fpq,
as we recall below. We will focus on odd primes for simplicity, but essentially the
same results will hold at the prime 2. In [12], they compute
E
˚,˚
8 pBP xnyq – P ptq b P pξ¯
p
k |1 ď k ď n` 1q b P pξ¯k`1|k ě n` 1qb
Epτ¯ 1k`1|k ě n` 1q b Epξ¯
p´1
k σξ¯k|1 ď k ď nq ‘ T
where T consists of classes x in filtration s “ 0 with tx “ 0 and
τ¯ 1k`1 “ τ¯k`1 ´ τ¯kpστ¯kq
p´1
for k ě m. One can easily deduce the computation
Eˆ
˚,˚
8 pBP xnyq – P pt, t
´1q b P pξ¯pk|1 ď k ď n` 1q b P pξ¯k`1|k ě n` 1qb
Epτ¯ 1k`1|k ě n` 1q b Epξ¯
p´1
k σξ¯k|1 ď k ď nq
for topological periodic cyclic homology from their computation. There are no
possible additive extensions because the abutment is an Fp-vector space.
It will also be useful to record the computations for each spectrum in the filtra-
tion:
Eˆ˚,˚8 pBP xnyqr´ks “rP pt
´1qttk´1u b P pξ¯pk |1 ď k ď n` 1q b P pξ¯k`1|k ě n` 1qb
Epτ¯ 1k`1|k ě n` 1q b Epξ¯
p´1
k σξ¯k|1 ď k ď nqs ‘ V pn, kq
where
V pn, kq :“ rXtkerds,t|s “ ´2k, t ě 0us(31)
and we write ds,t for the differential in the spectral sequence computing
Hc˚pTP pBP xnyq;Fpq
rather than the truncated one. We now compute the “continuous Margolis ho-
mology,” with respect to the Greenlees filtration, of the homology groups of the
topological periodic homology of BP xny; i.e., the limit of the Margolis homology
of H˚pTP pBP xnyqrks;Fpq as k goes to negative infinity.
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Proposition 4.4. There are isomorphisms
lim
kÑ´8
HpH˚pTP pBP xnyqrks;Fpq, Qmq – 0
for all m ě n` 2.
Proof. First, we note that Qm acts trivially on any P pt
´1q module contained in
P pt˘1q for all m ě 0 because t is in an even degree. We also claim that the tensor
product
P pt´1qttk´1u b P pξ¯k`1|k ě n` 1q b Epτ¯
1
k`1|k ě n` 1qb
P pξ¯pk|1 ď k ď n` 1q b Epξ¯
p´1
k σξ¯k|1 ď k ď nq b V pn, kq
in the abutment of the truncated homological T-Tate spectral sequence is still a
tensor product of Qm-modules, in other words, we will argue that there are no
possible hidden EpQnq-module extensions.
To see this we note that there is no room for hidden Qm-module extension in
the truncated homological T-Tate spectral sequence for the sphere spectrum
P ptqttk´1u ñ H˚pTP pSqr´ksq
which maps to the truncated homological T-Tate spectral sequence for BP xny.
The truncated T-Tate spectral sequence for the sphere spectrum collapses and
has abutment P pt´1qttk´1u with trivial Qm-action. The map to the abutment
H˚pTP pBP xnyqrks;Fpq is an injection and it is a map of Qn-modules so the el-
ements tk must have trivial Qm-action. Here we use the fact that the abutment
is a graded Fp-module so there are no hidden additive extensions involving t
j .
Therefore, all elements of the form xtj in the abutment must have Qm-action
Qmpxt
jq “ Qmpxqt
j ` xQmpt
jq “ Qmpxqt
j . So the Qm-action preserves the filtra-
tion in the truncated homological T-Tate spectral sequence. Since hidden comodule
extensions would shift filtration, we know that the abutment is a tensor product of
EpQmq-modules and it is isomorphic to the E8-page as EpQmq-modules.
Now that we have proven the claim, we can apply the Ku¨nneth isomorphism
for Margolis homology [24, Prop. 18.1.2(a)] and the fact that Margolis homology
commutes with coproducts of EpQmq-modules to produce the isomorphism
HpH˚pTP pBP xnyqrks;Fpq, Qmq –
`
P pt´1qttk´1u bHpM1, Qmq bHpM2, Qmq
˘
‘HpV pn, kq, Qmqtt
ku
where
M1 :“ P pξ¯k`1|k ě n` 1q b Epτ¯
1
k`1|k ě n` 1q,
M2 :“ P pξ¯
p
k |1 ď k ď n` 1q b Epξ¯
p´1
k σξ¯k|1 ď k ď nq,
and V pn, kq is defined as in (31), above. We also recall that Qmpτ¯k`1q “ ξ¯
pm`1
k´m for
k ě m` 1. This holds by the coaction
νpτ¯k`1q “ τ¯m b ξ¯
pm`1
k´m ` ν¯pτ¯k`1q
where the ν¯pτ¯k`1q consists of terms such that τ¯m b x does not appear for any
nontrivial x. It is easy to observe that the same will be true of τ 1k`1 for k ě n` 1.
Therefore, we can compute Qk`1-Margolis homology of M1 b M2 as the tensor
product of the chain complex
pck`1q :“
`
Fpt1u Ð Fptτ
1
k`1u
˘
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with the chain complex whose Margolis homology is HpM1 b M2, Qk`1q where
M1 – M1 b Epτ¯k`1q. Since the chain complex pck`1q is acyclic, we observe that
the Margolis homology of P pt´1qttk´1ubM1bM2 is trivial for k ě n` 1. We also
observe that the map
H˚pH˚pTP pBP xnyqrks;Fpq, Qmq Ñ H˚pH˚pTP pBP xnyqrk ` 1s;Fpq, Qmq
maps the summand H˚pV pn, kq, Qmq to zero and maps zero to H˚pV pn, k`1q, Qmq
by examination of the map of truncated Tate spectral sequences and consequently
the map is the zero map. Therefore,
tHpH˚pTP pBP xnyqrks;Fpq, Qmqu
is pro-equivalent to the constant pro-object on the zero object and in particular
lim
kÑ´8
HpH˚pTP pBP xnyqrks;Fpq, Qmq “ 0.

Lemma 4.5. Let R be a connective p-local E1 ring spectrum such that pi0pRq – Zppq
and such that pi˚pRq is finite type as a graded Zppq-module. Then the homotopy
groups of the enveloping algebra
pi˚pR ^R
opq
are also a finite type graded Zppq-module.
Proof. We first show that pi˚pR^SppqR
opq is finite type as a Zppq-module. We apply
the Ku¨nneth spectral sequence
Tor
pi˚pSppqq
˚,˚ ppi˚pRq, pi˚pR
opqq ñ pi˚pR^Sˆppq R
opq.
Since pi˚pRq is a finite type Zppq-module and pi˚pSq is a finite type Zppq-module and
the unit map Sppq Ñ R is an isomorphism on pi0, we may see by an easy resolution
argument that each bidegree in the spectral sequence is a finite type Zppq-module.
Since this is a first quadrant spectral sequence graded with the Serre convention,
we know that only finitely many bidegrees contribute to each homotopy degree in
the abutment.
Note that R^Sppq R
op is defined as the equalizer
R^ Sppq ^R
op
pψRqppq^1 //
1^pψLqppq
// R ^Rop(32)
where pψRqppq and pψLqppq are the usual right and left action of Sppq on the p-local
spectrum R respectively. We may then simply observe that Bousfield localization
at the Moore spectrum SZppq is smashing so the equalizer (32) is equivalent to the
equalizer
Sppq ^ pR^ S ^R
opq
1^ψR^1 //
1^1^ψL
// Sppq ^ pR^R
opq,
which in turn is equivalent to pR ^ Ropqppq where we write p´qppq for Bousfield
localization at SZppq. Since R ^ R
op is already p-local, there is an equivalence to
R^Rop » pR^Ropqppq and consequently,
pi˚pR^R
opq – pi˚pR^Sppq R
opq
as graded Zppq-modules. 
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We now show that the filtration t ˆTP pBP xnyqrispu satisfies the remaining hy-
potheses of Theorem 3.7.
Lemma 4.6. The graded Zppq-modules pi˚pTP pBP xnyqrisq are finite type for all
i and all pairs pn, pq such that BP xny is an E8 ring spectrum. Consequently,
pi˚p ˆTP pBP xnyqrispq is a finite type graded Zp-modules for all i under the same
conditions on the pairs pn, pq.
Proof. Since the truncated Tate spectral sequence
Hˆ˚ě´2kpT;pi˚pTHHpBP xnyqqq ñ pi˚pTP pBP xnyqr´ksq
has a vanishing line of vertical slope with the Serre convention, which implies only
finitely many bidegrees contribute to each homotopy degree in the abutment, it
suffices to show that pi˚pTHHpBP xnyqq is a finite type graded Zppq-module for all
n. To show this, we apply [2, Lem. 5.2.5], which states that if R is a connective E8
ring spectrum whose homotopy groups pi˚pR b Rq are finite type pi0pRq-modules
then, in particular, THH˚pRq is finite type. Note that
pi˚pBP xnyq – Zppqrv1, . . . vns
is a connective commutative graded pi0pBP xnyq – Zppq-module and by assumption
BP xny is E8, so to apply [2, Lem. 5.2.5] it suffices to show that
pi˚pBP xny ^BP xnyq
is finite type, but this follows by Lemma 4.5. 
Remark 4.7. The only place where the E8 ring spectrum structure is used in the
result above is in the hypothesis of [2, Lem. 5.2.5]. However, [2, Lem. 5.2.5] can
be easily generalized to E1 ring spectra when we are only applying it to topological
Hochschild homology, and not to the “higher THH” constructions obtained by
tensoring with simplicial sets other than the standard simplicial circle, which were
under consideration in the paper [2] and which motivated the assumption of an E8
ring structure in that paper.
Lemma 4.8. The spectra ˆpTP pBP xnyqr´ksqp satisfy condition HpMq for all k ě 2
and a fixed M depending on n, but not on k.
Proof. Note that H˚p ˆpTP pBP xnyqr´ksqpq – H˚pTP pBP xnyqr´ksqq. It suffices to
check that the sub-A˚-comodule
HomApFp, H˚pTP pBP xnyrksq;Fpqq Ă H˚pTP pBP xnyqrks;Fpq
of A˚-comodule primitives is bounded above. We first choose a cofinal sequence
that always contains elements in homotopy that are not t-divisible to make the
argument easier. Recall that
Eˆ
˚,˚
8 pBP xnyqr´ks “ pP pt
´1qttk´1u b P pξ¯pk |1 ď k ď n` 1q b P pξ¯k`1|k ě n` 1qb
Epτ¯ 1k`1|k ě n` 1q b Epξ¯
p´1
k σξ¯k|1 ď k ď nqq‘
pH˚pTHHpBP xnyq;Fpq{ im pd
2
´2k`2,˚qq
where we assume k ą 1.
We first need to rule out certain hidden A˚-comodule extensions. We claim that
after resolving hidden comodule extensions there cannot be additional comodule
primitives. Suppose
x P H˚pTP pBP xnyqr´ks;Fpq
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is not a comodule primitive, and has coaction
νnpxq “
ÿ
xp1q b xp2q,
adapting Sweedler’s notation used for coproducts in coalgebras to this context.
Then after resolving hidden A˚-comodule extensions, we will have
νnpxq “
ÿ
xp1q b xp2q `
ÿ
yp1q b yp2q,
and the terms in the sum
ř
yp1q b yp2q must be in higher filtration in the spectral
sequence’sE8-page, and therefore cannot cancel with terms in the sum
ř
xp1qbxp2q.
Thus, we cannot have an element that is not a comodule primitive in the E8-
page become a comodule primitive after resolving hidden comodule extensions. It
therefore suffices to consider the comodule primitives in Eˆ˚,˚8 pBP xnyqrks, which by
the argument above, are the same as the comodule primitives in the abutment.
Now, we know that the only A˚-comodule primitive in
P pξ¯pk|1 ď k ď n` 1q b P pξ¯k`1|k ě n` 1q Ă A˚
is the element 1 because it is a sub-Hopf algebra of the dual Steenrod algebra and
its coaction is the restriction of the coalgebra structure on A˚. Also,
Epτ¯ 1k`1|k ě n` 1q b Epξ¯
p´1
k σξ¯k|1 ď k ď nq
is clearly bounded above by the same m independent of k. Also, tj for j ‰ 0 is not
a comodule primitive except for tj such that 2j ą k, which is in degree ´k ` 2 or
lower. To see this, note that the coaction
ψ : Hˆ˚pS1,Fpq Ñ Hˆ
˚pT,Fpq bA˚
of the dual Steenrod algebra on Hˆ˚pT,Fqp is
ψptq “ 1b t` ξ¯1 b t
2 ` ξ¯2 b t
4 ` . . .
when j ą 0 and can be computed by the formula
ψptq ¨ ψpt´1q “ 1b 1
when j ă 0. The coaction
ψk : Hˆ
˚
ě´2kpT;Fpq Ñ Hˆ
˚
ě´2kpT;Fpq bA˚
can then be computed as
ψkptq “ ψptq mod t
k`1.
So the only way a power tk could be a comodule primitive is when k “ 0 or 2j ą k`1
Consequently, the coaction of tjx for
x P pP pt´1qttk´1u b P pξ¯pk |1 ď k ď n` 1q b P pξ¯k`1|k ě n` 1qb
Epτ¯ 1k`1|k ě n` 1q b Epξ¯
p´1
k σξ¯k|1 ď k ď nqq
will always have a summand
ξ¯
j
1 b t
2jx
when k is sufficiently large so tjx cannot be a comodule primitive unless 2j ą k.
Therefore the only comodule primitives are elements in
Epτ¯ 1k`1|k ě n` 1q b Epξ¯
p´1
k σξ¯k|1 ď k ď nq,
possibly plus some correcting terms, or elements in
Epτ¯ 1k`1|k ě n` 1q b Epξ¯
p´1
k σξ¯k|1 ď k ď nqtt
ju
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such that 2j ą k plus some correcting terms. We claim that these are both bounded
above by the maximal degree of
Epτ¯ 1k`1|k ě n` 1q b Epξ¯
p´1
k σξ¯k|1 ď k ď nq.
This follows since tj is in a negative degree and if
y P Epτ¯ 1k`1|k ě n` 1q b Epξ¯
p´1
k σξ¯k|1 ď k ď nq
is not a comodule primitive then it will be of the form
y ÞÑ 1b y `
ÿ
y
p1q
1 b y
p2q
2 ,
but then y
p1q
1 b t
jy
p2q
2 will be nonzero, since t
j is not a zero divisor. Therefore, tjy
will not be a comodule primitive unless y is also a comodule primitive, which proves
the claim.
We still need to show that the comodule primitives in
H˚pTHHpBP xnyq;Fpq{ im pd
2
´2k`2,˚q,
are bounded above, which is not immediately obvious because the comodule prim-
itives in
H˚pTHHpBP xnyqq
are not bounded above. However, the elements pσpτ¯nqq
k for k ě 0 are in im pd2q and
all remaining potential comodule primitives in H˚pTHHpBP xnyq;Fpq are bounded
above by the same bound as the highest degree element in the A˚-comodule
Epτ¯ 1k`1|k ě n` 1q b Epξ¯
p´1
k σξ¯k|1 ď k ď nq.
Therefore, it remains to check that sums of homogeneous elements in the abut-
ment coming from different filtrations in the truncated T-tate spectral sequence are
not comodule primitives. We divide into two cases. First, consider tjx where x is a
not comodule primitive. If x is not a comodule primitive, then the coaction on x is
1b x`
ÿ
iě1
x
p1q
i b x
p2q
i
and there cannot be a term in the coaction on tj`ky that cancels out the term
x
p1q
1 b x
p2q
1 t
j in the coaction on tjx. Second, consider the case tjx where x is a
comodule primitive. The only comodule primitives are products of σξ¯i or possibly
τ 1k`1 plus some additional classes. In each case, there will be a term of the form
ξ¯
2j
1 b t
jx when j ą 0 or ξ¯2j1 b1 if j ą 0 that cannot be canceled by adding on terms
in higher filtration. 
Remark 4.9. Note that the comodule primitives are not necessarily bounded above
in H˚pTHHpBP xnyq;Fpq, but they are bounded above in H˚pTP pBP xnyqrks;Fpq
nonetheless.
Theorem 4.10. When BP xny is an E8 ring spectrum, there are isomorphisms
Kpmq˚pTP pBP xnyqq – 0 and
Kpmq˚pTC
´pBP xnyqq – 0
for m ě n` 2 for all n ě 0.
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Proof. The statement
Kpmq˚pTP pBP xnyqq – 0
follows by Theorem 3.7 together with Proposition 4.4, Lemma 4.6, and Lemma 4.8.
The fact that Kpmq˚pTC
´pBP xnyqq – 0 for m ě n ` 2 then follows by the fiber
sequence
ΣTHHpBP xnyqhT Ñ THHpBP xnyq
hT Ñ THHpBP xnyqtT
and the claim that
Kpmq˚pΣTHHpBP xnyqhTq – 0
for m ě n ` 2, which we now prove. Since Kpmq˚ has a Ku¨nneth isomorphism,
there is a Bo¨kstedt spectral sequence
HH
Kpmq˚
˚ pKpmq˚pBP xnyqq ñ Kpmq˚THHpBP xnyq.
Whenm ě n`2 we know thatKpmq˚pBP xnyq – 0, so clearly the spectral sequence
converges and is trivial so that
Kpmq˚pTHHpBP xnyqq – 0
for m ě 2. We then simply use the fact that smashing with Kpmq commutes with
homotopy colimits to show that
Kpmq˚pΣTHHpBP xnyqhTq – 0
for m ě n` 2. 
Corollary 4.11. When BP xny is an E8 ring spectrum, there are isomorphisms
Kpmq˚pKpBP xnyqq – 0
for m ě n` 2 ě 1.
Proof. The result for topological cyclic homology follows by Theorem 4.10 together
with the long exact sequence in Morava K-theory associated to fiber sequence
TCpBP xnyqp Ñ TC
´pBP xnyqp Ñ TP pBP xnyqp
of [29, Cor. 1.5]. For algebraic K-theory, the result follows by [14, Thm. 7.3.1.8 ],
which produces a fiber sequence
KpBP xnyqp Ñ TCpBP xnyqp Ñ Σ
´1HZp
and the associated long exact sequence in Morava K-theory, since
Kpmq˚pΣ
´1HZpq “ 0 for m ě 1.
Note that our result does not give a new proof in the case n “ ´1 since [14, Thm.
7.3.1.8 ] depends on the computation of algebraic K-theory of Fp. 
Appendix A. Review of Margolis homology.
This appendix, which does not logically rely on anything earlier in the paper,
consists of material that is well-known to users of Margolis homology. We think
it is useful to provide these results, which in a few cases we do not know written
references for (but are nevertheless not difficult, and certainly not new).
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A.1. Basics of Margolis homology. Given a graded ring R, we write grModpRq
for the category of graded R-modules and grading-preserving R-module homomor-
phisms.
Definition A.1. Let k be a field and let EpQq be the exterior k-algebra on a single
homogeneous generator Q in an odd grading degree |Q|. By Q-Margolis homology
we mean the functor Hp´;Qq : grModpEpQqq Ñ grModpEpQqq given on a graded
EpQq-module M by the quotient
HpM ;Qq “
´
kerpM
Q
ÝÑ Σ´|Q|Mq
¯
{
´
im pΣ|Q|M
Q
ÝÑMq
¯
.
Of course we shouldn’t use the word “homology” in the phrase “Margolis ho-
mology” unless Hp´;Qnq is a functor which turns short exact sequences of EpQnq-
modules to long exact sequences, but happily it does have this property: given a
short exact sequence of graded EpQq-modules
0ÑM 1 ÑM ÑM2 Ñ 0
the associated short exact sequence of chain complexes produces a long exact se-
quence
. . . // Σ|Q|HpM2;Qq BECD
GF
HpM 1;Qq // HpM ;Qq // HpM2;Qq BECD
GF
Σ´|Q|HpM 1;Qq // . . . .
Here is a quick note on gradings; it is extremely elementary, but not taking a
moment to “fix notations” on this point tends to lead to sign errors in the gradings.
Conventions A.2. Given a graded ring R and graded R-modules M and N , we
write homRpM,Nq for the degree-preserving R-linear morphisms M Ñ N , and
we write homRpM,Nq for the graded abelian group whose degree n summand
is homRpΣ
nM,Nq.8 We write Exts,tR pM,Nq for the sth right-derived functor of
homRp´,Σ
tNq on the opposite category of graded R-modules applied to M , i.e.
(up to isomorphism), the sth right-derived functor of homRpΣ
´tM,´q on the cat-
egory of graded R-modules applied to N . We write Exts,˚R pM,Nq for the graded
abelian group whose degree t summand is Exts,tR pM,Nq, and we refer to this grad-
ing as the internal or topological grading, to distinguish it from the cohomological
degree given by s.
In particular, the k-linear dual of a graded k-vector space has the signs of the
gradings reversed, i.e.,
pΣnV q
˚
“ homk pΣ
nV, kq – Σ´n pV ˚q .
Now given a spectrum X , the action of Qn on H
˚pX ;Fpq is the one induced
in homotopy by the map of function spectra F pX,HFpq Ñ F pX,Σ
2pn´1HFpq in-
duced by the composite (6). Somewhat less famous than the action of Steenrod
8Some references, e.g. [11], use the opposite grading on homR—hence the need to give Con-
vention A.2 explicitly. The argument for our choice of gradings is that it is the one that yields
the hom-tensor adjunction homRpL,homRpM,Nqq – homRpLbR M,Nq.
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operations on mod p cohomology, we have also the dual action of Steenrod op-
erations on mod p homology: the action of Qn on H˚pX ;Fpq is the one induced
in homotopy by the map of spectra X ^ HFp Ñ X ^ Σ
2pn´1HFp induced by
the composite (6). These operations are Fp-linearly dual under the isomorphism
HipX ;Fpq – homFppHipX ;Fpq,Fpq, which holds for all spectra X ; see Proposi-
tion III.13.5 of [1] or Theorem IV.4.5 of [15].
Lemma A.3. Let k,EpQq, |Q| be as in Definition A.1. Let M be a graded EpQq-
module. Then we have an isomorphism of graded EpQq-modules
homEpQqpM,EpQqq – homkpM,Σ
|Q|kq
natural in the choice of M .
Proof. Let pr : EpQq Ñ Σ|Q|k denote the morphism of k-vector spaces given by
prpa ` bQq “ b for all a, b P k, and let gpMq denote the morphism of graded
k-vector spaces given by
g : homEpQqpM,EpQqq Ñ homkpM,Σ
|Q|kq
pgpfqqpa` bQq “ prpfpa` bQqq
“ aβ ` bα, where fp1q “ α` βQ.
We claim that gpMq is actually a morphism of EpQq-modules, where the EpQq-
action on homkpM,Σ
|Q|kq is by precomposition, i.e., pQfqpmq “ fpQmq for f P
homkpM,Σ
|Q|kq. Clearly gpMq is k-linear, so we only need to show that gpMq
commutes with multiplication by Q, which is easily verified:
pgpMqpQfqq pa` bQq “ aα
“ pgpMqpfqq pQpa` bQqq ,
where fp1q “ α ` βQ. The function gpMq is natural in M , i.e., g is a natural
transformation g : homEpQqp´, EpQqq Ñ homkp´,Σ
|Q|kq of the functors
homEpQqp´, EpQqq, homkp´,Σ
|Q|kq : grModpEpQqq Ñ grModpEpQqqop.(33)
The domain and codomain of g are each coproduct-preserving functors (because of
the op in (33)), so if we can show that the two claims
(1) every object of grModpEpQqq is a coproduct of indecomposable objects,
and
(2) g is an isomorphism when evaluated on each indecomposable object in
grModpEpQqq,
are true, then we will know that g is a natural isomorphism.
The first claim is true, since every EpQq-module decomposes as a direct sum of
cyclic EpQq-modules, e.g. by the Cohen-Kaplansky theorem, [13]. In particular,
every object of grModpEpQqq is isomorphic to a coproduct of suspensions of EpQq
and suspensions of k.
We have that pgpΣnEpQqqq pfqpa ` bQq “ 0 if and only if αb “ ´aβ, where
fp1q “ α ` βQ, so f P ker gpΣnEpQqq if and only if α “ 0 “ β, i.e., if and only if
f “ 0. So gpΣnEpQqq is injective. Since gpΣnEpQqq is an injective homomorphism
between finite-dimensional k-vector spaces, it is bijective. The same argument
applies with Σnk in place of ΣnEpQq, so the second claim is also true. So g is a
natural isomorphism. 
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Proposition A.4. Let k,EpQq, |Q| be as in Definition A.1. Then we have isomor-
phisms of graded EpQq-modules:
HpM˚;Qq – HpM ;Qq˚,(34)
Exts,´˚
EpQqpk,Mq – Σ
´s|Q|HpM ;Qq if s ą 0,(35)
Exts,´˚
EpQqpM,kq – Σ
´ps`1q|Q|H
´
homEpQqpM,EpQqq;Q
¯
if s ą 0,(36)
– Σ´s|Q|H pM ;Qq˚ .(37)
natural in the choice of graded EpQq-moduleM . (The notationM˚ is for the graded
k-linear dual of M , i.e., M˚ “ homkpM,kq.)
Proof. We handle each of the isomorphisms (34) through (37) in turn:
The Q-Margolis homology of M is the homology of the chain complex
¨ ¨ ¨
Q
ÝÑ Σ|Q|M
Q
ÝÑM
Q
ÝÑ Σ´|Q|M
Q
ÝÑ . . .(38)
and so, since the k-linear dual of the multiplication-by-Q map on a EpQq-module is
the multiplication-by-Q map on the k-linear dual of that module, the cohomology
of the k-linear dual of the chain complex (38) is HpM˚;Qq. So the classical uni-
versal coefficient sequence for chain complexes (e.g. as in 3.6.5 of [33]) yields the
isomorphism (34).
Applying homEpQqp´,Mq to the projective graded EpQq-module resolution of k
0Ð EpQq
Q
ÐÝ Σ|Q|EpQq
Q
ÐÝ Σ2|Q|EpQq
Q
ÐÝ . . .(39)
yields the cochain complex
0ÑM
Q
ÝÑ Σ´|Q|M
Q
ÝÑ Σ´2|Q|M
Q
ÝÑ . . .
whose homology is Σ´s|Q|HpM ;Qq in each cohomological degree s ą 0. This gives
us isomorphism (35). (See Convention A.2 for the sign change in grading degrees.)
We take advantage of the fact that EpQq is self-injective, so that
0Ñ Σ´|Q|EpQq
Q
ÝÑ Σ´2|Q|EpQq
Q
ÝÑ Σ´3|Q|EpQq
Q
ÝÑ . . .(40)
is an injective graded EpQq-module resolution of k. 9 Applying homEpQq pM,´q to
(40) yields the cochain complex
0Ñ homEpQqpM,Σ
´|Q|EpQqq
Q
ÝÑ homEpQqpM,Σ
´2|Q|EpQqq
Q
ÝÑ . . . ,(41)
hence isomorphism (36).
Isomorphism (37) then follows from the chain of isomorphisms
Σ´ps`1q|Q|H
´
homEpQqpM,EpQqq;Q
¯
– Σ´ps`1q|Q|H
´
homkpM,Σ
|Q|kq;Q
¯
– Σ´ps`1q|Q|H
´
Σ|Q|M˚;Q
¯
– Σ´s|Q|H pM ;Qq˚ ,
due to Lemma A.3. 
9To be absolutely clear: it is not a typo that (40) has Σ´|Q|EpQq, not EpQq, in cohomological
degree 0. This is because the kernel of multiplication by Q on EpQq is Σ|Q|k, so we need to
desuspend to get an injective resolution of k and not Σ|Q|k.
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A.2. The relationships betweenMargolis homology and Morava K-theory.
Recall that, for each prime number p and each positive integer n, we have the ring
spectrum Kpnq, the p-primary height n Morava K-theory spectrum, whose ring of
homotopy groups is given by pi˚pKpnqq – Fprv
˘1
n s with |vn| “ 2pp
n ´ 1q. The
connective cover of Kpnq, written kpnq and called p-primary connective height n
Morava K-theory, is also a ring spectrum, and of course has its ring of coefficients
given by pi˚pkpnqq – Fprvns. The ring spectra Kpnq and kpnq each depend on a
choice of prime number p, but the prime number p is traditionally suppressed from
the notations for Kpnq and kpnq.
Proposition A.5. The mod p cohomology of the connective p-primary height n
Morava K-theory is given, as a graded module over the Steenrod algebra A, by
H˚pkpnq;Fpq – AbEpQnq Fp,
where Qn is the nth Milnor primitive in A. Meanwhile, H
˚pKpnq;Fpq – 0.
Proof. See [7]. 
Theorem A.6, like everything else in this appendix, is basically well-known; for
example, that X finite and HpH˚pX ;Fpq;Qnq is trivial implies that Kpnq ^ X is
contractible appears as Corollary 4.9 in [18]. We do not know any written reference,
however, which is stated or worked out in the level of generality of Theorem A.6.
Theorem A.6. Let p be a prime number and let n be a positive integer. Let X be a
spectrum with finite-type mod p homology groups, and such that HpH˚pX ;Fpq;Qnq
vanishes.
‚ Then the homotopy colimit of the sequence
¨ ¨ ¨
vnÝÑ
´
kpnq ^ Σ2p
n´2X
¯ˆ
HFp
vnÝÑ pkpnq ^Xq
ˆ
HFp
vnÝÑ . . .(42)
is contractible.
‚ If X is furthermore assumed to be bounded below, then Kpnq ^ X is also
contractible, and the mapping spectrum F pX,Kpnqq is also contractible.
Proof. Consider the spectral sequence
E
s,t
2 – Ext
s,t
grComodpA˚q
pFp, H˚pkpnq ^X ;Fpqq ,(43)
ñ pit´s
´
pkpnq ^Xq
ˆ
HFp
¯
dr : E
s,t
r Ñ E
s`r,t`r´1
r .
We have the change-of-rings isomorphism
Exts,t
gr ComodpA˚q
pFp, H˚pkpnq ^X ;Fpqq
– Exts,t
gr ComodpA˚q
`
Fp, EpQnq
˚
lA˚Fp bFp H˚pX ;Fpq
˘
– Exts,t
gr ComodpEpQnq˚q
pFp, H˚pX ;Fpqq
– Exts,t
grModpEpQnqq
pH˚pX ;Fpq,Fpq
so isomorphism (37) in Proposition A.4 gives us that, if HpH˚pX ;Fpq;Qq vanishes,
then the E2-page of spectral sequence (43) collapses on to the s “ 0-line. The same
argument as above then gives us that the colimit of the sequence
¨ ¨ ¨
vnÝÑ pi˚
´
pkpnq ^ Σ2p
n´2XqˆHFp
¯
vnÝÑ pi˚
´
pkpnq ^XqˆHFp
¯
vnÝÑ . . .(44)
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is zero. Compactness of the sphere spectrum gives us that (44) computes the
homotopy groups of the homotopy colimit of (42).
If X is assumed to be bounded below, then the nilpotent completion map
kpnq ^ X Ñ pkpnq ^Xq
ˆ
HFp
is a weak equivalence, since kpnq is a ring spectrum
and so pi˚pkpnq ^Xq is a pi0pkpnqq-module, i.e., an Fp-module, hence pi˚pkpnq ^Xq
is p-adically complete, hence kpnq ^ X is HFp-nilpotently complete by Theorem
6.6 of [10]. So the homotopy colimit of (44) is weakly equivalent to the telescope
of vn on kpnq ^ X , i.e., Kpnq ^ X , since smashing with X commutes with ho-
motopy colimits. Finally, since Kpnq is a field spectrum, we have Kpnq˚pXq –
homKpnq˚pKpnq˚pXq,Kpnq˚q (a nice general way to prove this duality isomor-
phism is by using the universal coefficient theorem IV.4.5 of [15], but the result
was certainly known earlier). 
The boundedness hypothesis in the statement of Theorem A.6 cannot be done
away with: if X “ Kpnq, for example, then neither Kpnq ^X nor F pKpnq,Kpnqq
are contractible. The sequence (42), of course, still has contractible homotopy
colimit in that case since each term in that sequence is contractible.
Proposition A.7 is a simple cohomological duality. For clarity, we drop the
gradings:
Proposition A.7. Let k,EpQq, |Q| be as in Definition A.1. For each EpQq-module
M , we have an isomorphism of EpQq-modules
ExtsEpQqpM,kq – Ext
s,˚
EpQqpk,M
˚q(45)
for all integers s. If s ą 0, then each side of (45) is furthermore isomorphic to
Exts,˚
EpQqpk,Mq
˚.
Proof. The s “ 0 case of isomorphism (45) is simply the claim that the tensor prod-
uct over k is a closedmonoidal product on the category of EpQq-modules.Consequently,
for the rest of this proof we assume s ą 0, and consequently the hypotheses of
Proposition A.4 are fulfilled. Stringing together isomorphisms from Proposition
A.4:
ExtsEpQqpM,kq – HpM ;Qq
˚(46)
– HpM˚;Qq
– ExtsEpQqpk,M
˚q.
The right-hand side of (46) is also isomorphic to ExtsEpQqpk,Mq
˚, by isomorphism
(35). 
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